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Lord Robert Skidelsky

Foreword to DSEP’s
Curriculum Report (Re-Print)
Lord Robert Skidelsky is an Emeritus Professor of
Political Economy, Warwick University, and Chairman of
the UK Economics Curriculum Committee (ECC) at the
Institute for New Economic Thinking 2013.
Economics is a branch of practical knowledge.
Economists aren’t entitled to just amuse themselves,
as perhaps mathematicians are. An economist which
fiddles while Rome burns hardly justifies its keep.
What radicalised many students and practitioners after
the crash of 2007-8 is that this was exactly what
economics seemed to be doing. Hardly any
economists foresaw that a crash was likely; and
because they were unprepared for it, their advice to
governments on how to respond was weak and
contradictory. We expect better from a discipline
which claims to hold the keys to prosperity.
Most of those who were profoundly dissatisfied with
the answers economics seemed to be giving to the
economic problem failed to understand that these
answers stemmed from the way economics was being
done: its methodology. The way economists construct
their models determines the answers they give to
practical questions.
Hence the importance of Educating Economists? this
excellent and timely study, written by four economics
students at the University of Durham and published by
the Durham Society for Economic Pluralism. In
proclaiming boldly that the purpose of studying
economics is to provide ‘the best possible
understanding of the economy’, they point to the
foundational importance of methodology for
‘educating economists’ – and its absence from the core
curricula, not just of Durham, but of most other
universities. As they emphasise, economics is unique
among the social science disciplines at Durham in not
making students take a compulsory course on
methodology in their first year.
The authors offer an indispensable defence of
pluralism, by writing that the study of different ways of
‘understanding the economy’ leads to a ‘more dynamic
discussion within the discipline’, as well as to ‘more
reflective students’. By pluralism, the Report means
not just the incorporation of different heterodox
schools within the core curriculum but using the
insights into economic life of adjacent social science

disciplines from which economics has become
increasingly estranged.
The study of economic methodology will fill an
important gap, especially in Anglo-American
economics, whose practitioners are not much given to
serious reflection about of their own way of thinking;
most curriculum designers having taken their cue from
Paul Samuelson: ‘Those who can, do economics; those
who can’t babble about methodology’. But as one
philosopher put it: ‘If we didn’t study philosophy, the
academic bandwagon would rush by without being
stopped to ask where the hell it was going and why it
wants to get there’ (Agatha Johnson, Standpoint, June
2010, p.10).
The history of economic thought is also essential, for it
shows that the micro-foundations of contemporary
economics - the assumptions that underpin
contemporary economic models - have always been
fiercely contested, even by some of the greatest
names in the discipline. A study of the history of the
discipline is an invitation to join the ranks of the
dissenters.
At the same time, it invites reflection on one of the
most remarkable things about mainstream economics:
the persistence of its methodology - and thus of most
of the conclusions derived from it - in face of many
disconfirming attacks. Most of these critiques have
been water off a duck’s back, glancing blows at most.
What are the reasons for such methodological - or in
Thomas Kuhn’s word ‘paradigm’ - persistence given,
the weakness of economics’ empirical basis? This will
take the student beyond the ideas themselves into
reflecting on the structures of power in the discipline
and in the wider society.
Admirable is the way the authors of this Report have
taken the time to write such a thoughtful analysis and
empirical survey of the way undergraduate economics
is taught, while studying full time for their own
degrees. They have provided a notable public good for
both teachers and students of economics.
You can find the full report with our research and
findings on our website http://durhampluralism.com,
under ‘Our Projects’.
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to build upon the Classical economic school (you may
have come across Adam Smith, David Ricardo or Karl
Marx), hence its name “neo-“, they are in fact quite
different. The foundation of this school was first laid in
late 19th century by Stanley Jevons, Léon Walras and
Carl Menger, followed by Alfred Marshall. Whilst it has
been heavily expanded upon, the fundamental
framework and assumptions about the world which
the school is built upon origins from this time.

Lord Robert Skidelsky

Sally Svénlen

The importance of Pluralism
and the Competition of Ideas
As president and co-founder of Durham Society for
Economic Pluralism, I will be honest and say that I am
actually not particularly fond of the word ‘pluralism’.
Uttering the word in front of first-year economics
students tends to generate perplexed and sceptical
faces, wondering why this has anything to do with
their economics degree.
This confusion is understandable, considering that
most students are unaware of the existence of ‘schools
of thought’ in economics and don’t know that what
they are studying is not just economics, but
Neoclassical economics, one school of thought. Aimed

Unfortunately, what is sometimes misunderstood
about pluralism is that it is denouncing the validity and
usefulness of Neoclassical economics. Hence, it should
be clearly stated - the concept of pluralism does not
say anything about the content of any one school,
rather, it has something to say about how a social
science discipline should deal with disagreements.
The economy is a complex, multi-dimensional system
where factors cannot be isolated and it is almost
impossible, accept on the very micro-level, to conduct
experiments. Due to its difficult nature, models and
theories tend to be underpinned by fairly stringent
assumptions and simplifications about the world and
human behaviour. It does not need to say that these
models of the economy are useless, only that
depending on the assumptions and understanding of
the world it is underpinned by, one might end up with
different conclusions.
What pluralism claims is that there are no significant
reasons for prioritizing Neoclassical theory above
other theories. Its assumptions are not more
theoretically justified nor empirically proven than
those of many other schools. For example, Ecological
economics bases its models on acknowledging the
economy’s place in our overall ecosystem,
emphasizing the formers dependency on the latter and
how they interact. Acknowledging this, one might end
up with an entirely different answer to what the most
profitable and welfare-emphasizing allocation of a
resource is.
It is a matter of awareness, an awareness of the
connection between assumptions and conclusions, and
being able to discuss and debate their usefulness or
validity. The empirical reality is what it is – but too
complex to be fully captured by our limited human
perception and mind all at once. I remember meeting
Victoria Chick, a now 82-year old Post-Keynesian
(another one of these schools) economist at UCL, and
she said that during her time at university the norm
was having debates and discussions among students
and academics about the viability of different theories,
not just one correct answer.
A common concern among economists is that
pluralism would turn into ‘relativism’ and see it as part
of the broader post-modern movement. In other
words, they are afraid pluralism would mean there are
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no truths or that anything can be deemed as ‘true’. We
can never really claim that one theory is superior and
closer to the truth than another.
This would be detrimental to any academic discipline,
and this is not the purpose of economic pluralism. The
post-modern movement is sceptical towards
Enlightenment ideas of truth and reason, but the
purpose of pluralism is to allow us to get closer to the
truth of the economy. Something which was
particularly apparent after the financial crisis in 2008
and the inability of Neoclassical economics to neither
foresee nor explain it, the school on its own does not
fully allow us to understand the economy. Studying
Hyman Minsky and his theories of financial markets,
most often connected to the Post-Keynesian
economic school, would have enabled us to conduct a
better and more accurate analysis of the economy in
this context.
Another, rather important, concern of economic
pluralism involves not the idea of it but how it
practically could be implemented, at least in an
undergraduate economics degree. I’d like to give you
the pragmatic rather than idealistic answer here. There
is not enough time and space in a degree to cover
every single perspective of an economic school,
without making it incredibly superficial. We also don’t
want to be “ticking of boxes” either.
I would say that the first step is creating an awareness
among economic students of what school they are
studying, and how it fits into the broader picture of the
discipline. Allowing a larger presence of history of
economic thought in the first or second year of the
degree could enable this.
When it comes to studying current work of different
schools, I’d like to refer to what Jeffrey Sachs said in an
interview he had with the Mercatus Centre. Rather
economists central focus lying on developing
theoretical models and general principles, he argued
that economists starting point should be specific realworld issues, “working on the real systems of our time
and adding our pieces to that” (April 9th, 2018). The
starting point for each first-year economics student
should be to look at the world and ask – what does the
economy look like today and what developments are
currently taking place? What problems exists, and how
are economists trying to explain these or going about
solving these? If an undergraduate economics degree
approaches the discipline on a more case basis, this
will automatically filter out the schools, theories or
perspectives relevant to solve or understand these
pressing issues. No one will be “picking and choosing”
schools, but schools and theories will be studied if they
have anything useful to contribute with.

I don’t like the word pluralism, because I don’t think
studying a wide range of relevant schools and
perspectives should be something out of the ordinary,
in need of a separate phrase. I would really prefer to
just use the word Economics, being sure that I am
referring to more than just one school, all worthy to be
encompassed under this title.

O.H.B Pedersen

Must Economics be apolitical?
Ola is a third-year PPE student, currently on an Erasmus
year at Sciences Po in Paris. He is the co-founder and
former President of DSEP.
In what way are economics and politics related? This
question has been debated for centuries. In the last
couple of years, this debate has been revived,
especially in the Pluralist movement. Economics and
politics relate in many ways. However, it is too simple
just to declare that this connection exists. And,
important for this text, it is too simple to say that,
because economics is political in some ways, it needs
to be in all cases. Rather, we need to think clearly
about the different ways economics should or must be
"political" and which ways it should not.
To understand this, we need to take a step backwards.
What is the purpose of economics as a (social) science?
The DSEP curriculum report, launched last year,
defined it to be “achieve the best possible
understanding of economic phenomena”. The core of
this definition is that there is some objective
knowledge to reach about the economy. The striving
for objective knowledge is the very legacy of the
enlightenment and the cornerstone of science and
academia.
Wait a minute, has not one of the main points of DSEP
been to point out that the economy is inherently
political? How can you then talk about “objective
knowledge”? This is the tricky part. These are not
contradictions. There are many different ways in which
economics is political. And as we will see, some are okay
and necessary, others are important to avoid.
The first way in which economics, and science in
general, is political is by limiting some methods of
research. Is it okay to torture in search for biological
truths about a person? Is it okay to burn down a forest
to examine the economic impacts on the local
population? Most would say no. History shows us that
horrific treatment has been endured by humans,
animals and nature in the name of science. Where,
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s should we draw the line? To answer this
then,
question, it is clear then we must make a political
judgement / value judgement. Is this a problem for
that we make such a judgement, and hence make
economics political? If used to exclude important
scientific methods, it could be. However, if it used to
prohibit, for example, violation of human rights this is
rather a good way in which economics is made
political.
Secondly, some might say that science in general,
including economics, is inherently subjective. Are not
we all blinded by our subjective perceptions, biases
and values, and shaped by power structures and
cultural and political narratives? If so, is not economics
inherently political? For sure, many such factors
influence us. As Professor in Social Sciences Julian
Reiss pointed out during a Pints and Pluralism session
last year, it is nearly impossible to examine any
scientific questions without making any value
judgments at all. Then the question is; can we strive
towards truth, being knowingly subjective?
Yes, or that is at least what academics have always
tried to do. The claim of researchers is not that any
individuals are free from these impacts. The claim is
that through a collective process, with rules regarding
methodology and discourse and a genuine wish to
reach knowledge, we can strive towards truth. This
process includes that we are transparent about our
methods and encourage criticisms from others. When
making value judgements, you should explain why you
chose one method over the other and what this might
imply. We should try to self-examine ourselves
actively, disclose our biases and be open to any
criticism. This is the method of science in which we
strive for objective knowledge. It is not a claim that
says any of us can know the objective truth or when
we have reached it, only that this is the best method
we have to strive towards it.
Are we satisfied with such an answer? There are two
answers to this question. Either, we accept our
shortcomings, but insist on institutionalizing a genuine
and collective strive toward knowledge as described
above, the academia. We cannot do anything with our
subjectivity simply because we do not have anything
else. However, we know that through this collective
method of science, we can get quite far. The
alternative, rejecting this mission for objective
knowledge, leaves academia as a place for mere
opinions. We should not go that way.
Both these examples above, limiting methods of
research and being subjective, show ways in which
economics is political. I have argued that this is either
fine or something we have to accept under certain
circumstances. However, that these features are

political should not lead us to believe that the core
question, which I will discuss next, ought to be as well.
Lastly, then, let us return to the third and more
interesting question about economics and politics. Is it
not true that we can make political decisions about
economic organisation? And, if so, how can there be
such things as objective truths about economics if this
is simply a question of politics? The truth is, indeed,
that there are political decisions to be made about the
economy. The world as it is today and our history is a
proof of that banal fact. However, it is wrong to
conclude from this that economics as an academic
discipline ought to be a place for politics. Again, we
should stick to the striving for truth.
In this spirit, the goal of economics ought to be to
understand what plausible ways there are to organize
the economy, i.e. what different economic systems can
we politically chose. And, for democracy to make this
decision, it should examine how these different
systems can come about (historic preconditions,
political choices), what causal relationships we typically
see in the different alternatives and the pros and cons
of those alternatives. For example, they might say that
we can choose a capitalist system with minimal
taxation and state intervention. In such a system, we
tend to see a very efficient production, but also
increased inequality. And, they should present other
systems as well; an Ecological or circular system, for
example. Here, the resources used do not exceed its
reproduction capacity. In such a system, the market will
need regulation. And to get to such a system, we should
have specific political changes.
Answering these questions requires the academic
spirit of striving for objective knowledge, not the
political. Of course, professors can and will have
political opinions on what system they prefer, which is
fine. However, the academic pursuit of objective
knowledge, not politics, must motivates economists
as academics. Then, it is up to democracy to decide
which of these economic systems we ought to choose.
An important point, then, is to criticize anyone trying
to say that the economy is something apolitical. The
pluralist movement have more or less precisely
criticized Neoclassical economics for doing so;
separating political choices from economics. Viewing
economics as a system governed by natural laws with
little room for politics, is a highly political choice even when that choice is unintentional. As Polanyi,
writing in ‘The Great Transformation’ , pointed out
when describing this: “Laissez-faire was planned,
planning was not”.
Separating economics and politics in this way should
be academically criticised. It is poor science because it
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does not highlight crucial features about the economy,
namely the political choices we have about different
economics systems. However, it should not be
politically criticised, because we disagree with the
outcome of making economics apolitical (free markets
etc.). This is a crucial difference. My fear is that the
latter, at the cost of the former, motivates many. If
this is the case, and these people get to decide how we
do economics, another political view will replace the
current state. Then we have come no further.
To summarize, there are clearly features in economics
which are inherently political. This include putting
constraints on research and the value judgements each
of us have to take - the first two points pointed out
here. However, these are political judgements that we
can live with. And they are separate from the third
point discussed here, the motivations of the discipline.
Economics needs to have an academic motivation, not
a political one. It needs to be the striving towards
truth, not serving any political ideology. A part of this
truth is that there are political choices to be made
about the economy. The mission of economist should
be to discover these options, how they work, how they
can come about and then present them to the
democracy. "These are your options of economic
systems and this is what they are likely to imply". What
we do not need, on the other hand, is to replace the
current state of economics with some other radical
political paradigm.

Tom Hinson

Evincing Energy Economics
Tom is a third-year economics student, the current
Treasurer of DSEP, and has been working for National
Grid this summer.
Modern lifestyles are reliant on an abundant supply of
energy. We use electricity to charge our phones (and
so access the DSEP Facebook group, or anything else
online), boil the kettle, light our houses, etc. To travel
further than lectures, we often use some form of oil for
transport, as does your Amazon delivery, or the food
driven to Tesco so that we can buy it. Yet energy plays
no role in the capital/labour obsessed models of
Neoclassical economics. Pluralism is crucial to
understanding the role and problems of this too-often
overlooked factor of society.
Another way to understand the importance of energy
in the world is to picture the work it does. The energy
contained in one single gallon of oil is equivalent to
about 47 days of human labour; our use of it is
equivalent to the work of billions of unpaid, invisible

workers. Market forces are what enabled the
development of cheap fossil fuels which facilitate
modern lifestyles. Work by a physicist and an
Ecological economist in 2009 proposed a new model of
economic growth, including energy as a third factor of
production. Using this model, they found a Solow
residual which attributed a tiny amount of growth in
20th century US, UK, Japan and Australia to
technological shocks. A far larger fraction of the
growth was instead the result of increasingly efficient
use of energy in production.
Yet, despite its paramount importance to production
and the modern economy, energy doesn’t get much
attention in Neoclassical economics. When it is
considered, it is treated more or less as any regular
commodity, like pizza or lattes. The use of fossil fuel
resources, which account for the vast majority of our
energy, has considerable externalities- a concept
which is in itself flawed. Externalities suggest
emissions and the resulting global warming, which is
already causing climate disasters, should be treated as
a sort of afterthought to the main act of fossil fuel
energy consumption. There are many other
complications too, such as energy poverty and the role
of fossil fuels in global geopolitics, to name just as few.
Neoclassical economics has some major blind spots
when it comes to energy. To amend this, neoclassical
economics should be used in conjunction with
alternative schools. Ecological economics incorporates
the dependence of economic activity on biophysical
systems at its heart, attempting to capture the full
picture when analysing the relationships between
them. It also begins from the perspective that in
economics, as a social science, “facts” are inseparable
from the values under which the economy works;
choosing to use finite gas resources now means we are
valuing our consumption of it over leaving it for future
generations. This should be acknowledged as a
common understanding. Bringing some of Ecological
economics’ insight to the mainstream would be a very
good start to properly understanding energy in society
and shaping policy.
Behavioural and Experimental economics can also play
an important role in analysing and developing the
existing economic institutions for energy. In the UK,
developers of renewable energy bid at an auction:
each firm bids a level of government-backed “strike
price” for their generation- in effect they bid for lower
and lower subsidies. Once a given amount of electricity
generation has been allocated from the lowest bid
upwards, each bidder receives the highest accepted
strike price. Behavioural economics has contributed to
extensive work on auctions and helped explain
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versions of tactful bidding. This is a pluralist success
story; these Behavioural theories are used in electricity
markets across Europe.
Nobody wants to surrender convenient transport, the
internet, cups of tea or mass manufactured goods.
Growing populations mean our energy demands will
continue to grow this century. In the face of climate
change, a rapid transformation of our energy inputs,
from fossil fuels to renewables, is desperately needed.
It is already gathering considerable steam. Add electric
vehicles, battery storage and a whole host of other
changes to this, and it appears it has never been more
necessary to understand the incentives at play in
Energy economics. It’s time to use all the tools we’ve
got.
Want to know more? Doughnut Economics by Kate
Raworth and Student Energy Durham are good starting
points.

Petroleum keeps the economy well-oiled

Fabrizio Lovecchio

Economics and climate
change: a frustrating reality
Fabrizio is a third-year PPE student and the former
Publicity Officer of DSEP.
On the July 19th, the US House of Representatives
voted on a non-binding anti-carbon tax resolution, the
resolution passed with 97% of Republican House
members and 4% of Democratic House members
voting for it. This is no surprise given the Trump
administrations stolid and stubborn refusal to embrace
scientific evidence about climate change: Interior
Secretary Ryan Zinke claimed that “environmental
terrorist groups” caused California’s most recent
wildfires. Zinke later prevaricated, saying “of course”
climate change had a hand in recent wildfires, but he

disputes whether it’s man-made. The vote for the
resolution was namely motivated by the perception
that taxes on greenhouse gas emissions “would be
detrimental to the United States economy, American
families and businesses”, which falls into the
widespread belief that environmental sustainability
and economic growth necessarily diverge.
Nonetheless, several studies suggest the opposite.
In a 2018 study published by the Stanford Energy
Modelling Forum, 11 models assessed the potential
impact of a revenue-neutral carbon tax, with 100% of
the revenue returned to taxpayers through household
rebate checks or offsetting income taxes.1 In each of
the four main scenarios considered, assuming starting
prices of $25 or $50 per ton of CO 2 and 1% or 5% rises
year-on-year, there were very modest repercussions
on GDP. The US economy would continue to grow
near its long-term average baseline rate, deviating by
no more than 0.1%, that is, losing at most the
equivalent of one year of economic growth through
2040. It goes without saying that this minor slowdown
would be more than compensated by the avoided
climate damages, and that international cooperation,
emerging following the 2016 Paris treaty, would
achieve even better results.
This study confirms that a market-based
environmental policy is possible, as emissions pricing
has been endorsed as a cost-effective tool by most
international organizations, as well as by a growing
academic consensus, with 81% of the economists
surveyed by the Institute for Policy Integrity agreeing
to carbon sanctions as the most efficient way to
address climate change. Empirical evidence for the
economic feasibility of a carbon tax is the policy
implemented by British Columbia in 2008, which
attached a fee to CO 2 emissions whilst returning
100% of the revenue to citizens through lowered
income taxes. In 2011 an assessment of the results
revealed that greenhouse gases emissions and
consumption of the taxed fuels had drastically
decreased, with little to no impact on the state’s GDP.
In order to understand the worthiness of a carbon
tax one needs to consider the
current reference state, and therefore assess the
implications of the dangerous path we have embarked
upon, not just in terms of its disastrous environmental
consequences, but also with respect to economic
growth and inequality. A recent working paper by the
Federal Reserve Bank of Richmond estimated that
global warming would harm the US economy, with
southern states in particular being damaged by a rise
in summer temperatures.2 Moreover, economic
growth would slow by 5-10% if the US met the Paris
goals, but there would be a 10-20% reduction with the
current emissions trajectory. These findings parallel
those reached by Richard Tol’s report published in
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2014 by the Copenhagen Consensus Centre.3 Using an
integrated assessment model, the study concluded
that climate change would bring benefits until 2025
owing to fertilization of crops and reduced energy
demand, but that beyond those levels, to which we are
already committed because of past CO 2 emissions, it
would have decreasing economic gains.
This already gloomy picture is further worsened by
considerations of equality. It is today an acknowledged
fact that the countries that contributed the least to the
problem are the ones most vulnerable to its
consequences. Such countries are poorer nations,
located closer to the equator and hence subject to
bigger temperature swings, which further hamper
economic activity. When considering the adverse
impact on developing countries, Tol’s analysis
determines that 1980 was the year of climate change’s
peak economic benefits and that after that year it had
a beneficial impact on wealthier countries and a
negative impact on poorer ones. Coupled with the
insufficient financial aid provided by richer economies,
climate change is shown to already have a negative net
effect on the global economy, as confirmed by
Cambridge academic Chris Hope’s PAGE assessment
model.
A market-based solution is possible and desirable, yet
fundamental contradictions between environmental
sustainability and the capitalist system are beginning
to emerge. The deployment of renewable energy
technologies is not economically profitable, which
entails that national governments increasingly resort
to protectionist policies such as subsidies or public
support to encourage them. Domestic support through
policy incentives conflicts however with the principles
of global trade, enshrined in the WTO, which dictate
equal treatment of imported and locally produced
goods and uphold standards of fair competition and
non-discrimination. Several disputes between trade
rules and socially desirable policies have already
occurred as the WTO finds that environmental rational
does not justify exceptions to WTO standards.
Furthermore, greening the economy is not always
profitable in the near term, and will have negative
impact on imports and exports, in particular for
energy-intensive industries. Nonetheless, we must
endeavour to look beyond short-term profit
maximization in favour of more durable efforts which
might help us curtail the costs of climate change. It is a
basic feature of rationality that of prioritizing vital
future goals, such as preserving the planet we inhabit
and assuring long-term economic growth, over
immediate individual gains - therefore sustainability
should have normative priority over the narrow

concept of GDP, which does not consider social and
environmental costs. Engaging in more effective
decarbonization through substantial carbon taxes and
scaling up the lending of international organizations to
help poorer countries enhance their environmental
capacity are the first, necessary steps towards solving
this problem.

Sonny Palmisano

Thoughts on AT&T’s acquisition
of Time Warner
Sonny is a second-year PPE student and the current
Public Education Officer of DSEP.
This past June, telecommunications giant AT&T was
granted permission to acquire Time Warner. AT&T,
one of the largest cell phone providers in the US, tried
to purchase the cable provider back in October 2016 as
part of their ongoing effort to expand into the cable
television market. Time Warner owns a large number
of video distributors, such as HBO, and thus have
access to many of the most sought-after programs on
television. This is not AT&T's first foray into the world
of cable television. They purchased DirectV, a satellitebased cable provider, for over $67 billion in 2015.
Though criticised, the deal was permitted largely on
the grounds that it was to be a one-off purchase, and
not the basis for AT&T to expand into cable TV. This
time, the United States Department of Justice sued
AT&T on the grounds that they violated the Clayton
Antitrust Act (1914). With ownership of the
programming offered by Time Warner, AT&T’s market
power would grow, and they would control every
aspect of TV content, from the programming to the
cable packages.
The type of merger AT&T is attempting is called
vertical integration. Unlike horizontal integration,
where a company buys out one of their competitors in
an attempt to directly decrease competition, vertical
integration is a purchase outside of the company’s
primary industry, in order to control the supply chain.
For example, is a company sells steel, they may buy
the quarries the iron is mined in, and the railroad that
iron is shipped on. Owning the entire production
process allows companies to reduce costs, and thus
increase profits, without changing their prices. So, by
AT&T buying Times Warner, they are assuming control
of the entire cable TV distribution process. Instead of
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licensing out channels, they own the service they are
available on.
The United States Department of Justice is cautious of
the deal. They’ve stated their intent to file an appeal
and have criticized the judge for taking what they
consider to be an overtly pro-business stance. In their
original lawsuit, they based their complaint not on the
fact that they are certain prices will rise, but the
uncertainty as to how the market will react to this.
There’s no conclusive evidence that vertical
integration increase or decrease prices. While AT&T
may not charge more or less than their rivals in the
cable television industry, with their lower costs they
could potentially charge a lower price for select
programming. This could allow them to gain an unfair
advantage in the market. Similarly, if they continued
their expansion and began to horizontally integrate
other companies, they could gain enough market
power to increase prices as they see fit and become
monopolistic. But given the lack of mergers of this
size, there is little to compare it to, and thus a lack of
precedent to base decisions on.
Regardless of how one feels about this, this culture of
corporate mergers is reminiscent of the M&A boom of
the 1980s. AT&T will have spent in excess of $100
billion on acquisitions in the cable television market
within the past 2 years alone-this pattern of industrial
takeovers is foreign to a generation who’ve grown up
in the shadow of the great recession and the near
collapse of the international banking system. The
economy is growing at a steady pace, and whether or
not corporate greed is behind it, few are complaining.
Mergers like this raise important questions about
ethical standards regarding economic expansion. Will
AT&T decrease competition by buying out Time
Warner, and if so should they be prevented from doing
it? What should be the government’s role in setting
laws regarding economic growth? Even if the 1980s
were the economic haven they’re often seen as, do we
necessarily want to repeat them? It’s a difficult
question, and not one that will be answered here.

Eric Sargent

How to lie using economics
Eric Sargent is a third-year PPE student and Vice
President of DSEP.
We all use a thousand little white lies. “Just one drink”,
“I’ll start the essay after this episode”, “I have read the
terms and conditions”, or my personal favorite “This is
the year I go to all my lectures”. Little self-delusions
which harm no one. We all know it’s not true --there’s

not a person on earth with the willpower to have just
one drink-- but it makes us feel better to pretend, if
only for a moment, that the night will end with a single
pint. Most of us are liars, but that’s fine, there are no
stakes riding on our veracity.
But most of us aren’t economists, and when important
decisions ride on the analysis of economists we need
to hold them to a higher standard. Little lies about
being more responsible are one thing, obscene lies
about the benefits of a no deal Brexit are entirely
another.
Before I lose anyone let me make this clear, this is not
an article about Brexit. People cleverer than I have
written extensively about that quagmire and trying to
follow the news about Brexit has all the explosive
excitement of watching a log slowly rot away. What I
want to talk about instead is one particularly
repugnant termite that has gotten the ire of the
economics world: Economists for Free Trade.
This pro-Brexit advocacy group published a paper in
February claiming that a no-deal Brexit would boost
national income by 2-4%. This September at an event
with Jacob Rees-Mogg they claimed that a no-deal
Brexit would boost the UK economy by £1.1 trillion
over the next 15 years. Now if those numbers seem
optimistic to you then you’re being generous. Those
estimates are absurd.
It would be easy to speculate about the source of this
rubbish; perhaps an intern entered some data
incorrectly, their models were calibrated with junk
data, someone forgot to carry a negative sign.
Thankfully there’s no need to speculate, the Financial
Times obtained a copy their February analysis and the
autopsy reveals the source of the rot.
Available at https://www.ft.com/content/9bddba5416ea-11e8-9e9c-25c814761640 (Unfortunately the
original paper was taken down from the Economists
for Free Trade website though that hasn’t stopped
them from continuing to use it.)
Let’s walk through the assumptions that Economists
for Free Trade built their model around. They assume
that the post-Brexit Britain has no tariffs with the rest
of the world, no non-tariff barriers to trade, and no
border costs with the EU. Achieving zero tariffs with
the rest of the world would be an incredible feat of
negotiation considering it entails creating a trade
union with every other country on earth. The most
generous tariffs (called “Most Favoured Nation” tariffs)
tend to be around 2%, achieving 0% tariffs with the
rest of the world wouldn’t just be a good deal for the
UK, it would rewrite the rules of international trade.
Having faith in Theresa May is one thing, expecting her
to create a new world order is another.
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What about non-tariff barriers, surely that’s more
reasonable? The elimination of non-tariff barriers
means the complete deregulation of imports and
exports. Children’s toys painted in lead? Go right
ahead. Military grade firearms? Sure. Depleted
Uranium? As long as you pay for postage. That
dystopian view of Brexit, where all regulations are
sacrificed on the altar of free trade, is one that no one
is fighting for. Those kinds of barriers disappearing
wouldn’t be the result of successful negotiations, it
would be supported by neither the UK nor EU. Maybe
if anarcho-capitalists infiltrate the government during
negotiations. Not something I’d bet on.
My favourite assumption built into the model is the
absence of border costs. It’s the most reasonable of
them all, something which could theoretically happen.
It might be the only solution to the Irish border. No
border costs would mean complete free movement of
people. No restrictions on migration and entry, there
wouldn’t even be the passport check there is now.
Anyone from the EU could enter at any time.
Economists for Free Trade tortured the assumptions of
their model to yield the result that they wanted. This
wasn’t misdirection or twisting the facts it was blatant
deceit. What’s worse is that this was the paper which
only estimated 2-4% percent growth post-Brexit, how
they possibly increased it to 7% this September is
beyond comprehension.
This kind of lying has consequences. If you only read
the briefs from Economists for Free Trade you
wouldn’t know how they warp reality. Their website is
clean and well designed, prominent public figures work
with them and spread their message. If you don’t dig
deep you would have no idea that their work couldn’t
be trusted. They speak with the authority of
“Economists” and can rest easy knowing most people
don’t have the time or training to follow up on their
nonsense. People will read their reports and believe
them. Businesses will make plans for the future, voters
will inform their political decisions based on these lies.
Economists for Free Trade aren’t unique. What they’ve
done is particularly vulgar and obvious, but this kind of
deception is common. To have a healthy political
process we need people who understand economics,
experts who we can trust, and honesty from authority.
Hopefully this article helps by letting at least a few
people know about the danger of lying through
economics.
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Being an Austrian economist must be the easiest job
imaginable. Every problem has a quick solution, let the
market solve it. “What should we do about crime,
poverty, inequality, climate change?” someone asks
you. “Nothing. Leave it to the market.” You reply,
quietly adjusting your fedora. With all social struggles
eliminated you spend the rest of your day at the pub,
have a few pints, and return home to your lovingly
crafted shrine to Hayek.
The idea that Austrian economists can contribute to
the formulation of social policy seems, initially, absurd.
If you planned to start a new school or build a hospital
and the only advice an economist gave you was to not
bother; you probably wouldn’t ask them to be on the
planning team. But that would be a mistake. Austrians
economists have their flaws, blind faith in the market,
a love affair with libertarianism, a tendency towards
the rejection of empirical evidence, a lack of diversity
impressive even by the rock-bottom standards of
mainstream economics, yet they bring a unique
perspective to economic issues which can and should
be taken seriously. This article can’t explore the
insights of an entire school of economic thought, but
maybe it can convince you that it’s worth a look.
It’s probably easiest to start from a real world example
and then talk about how Austrian principles relate, so
let’s talk about the Drug Abuse Resistance Education
(D.A.R.E.) program. Founded in 1983 as a plan by then
LAPD chief Daryl Gates plan to reduce teenage drug
use, this campaign spread not only across the United
States but even to the U.K. where it still runs today.
The program is simple; a law enforcement officers
undergo a period of training with D.A.R.E staff before
going to local schools to talk with students about the
dangers of recreational drug use. Students sign
pledges promising not to take recreational drugs and
everyone walks away feeling safer knowing that fewer
kids will try drugs. The program has been a great
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success. Gang activity, drug use, and even delinquency
all sharply declined thanks to D.A.R.E. Truly a program
worth celebrating.
That’s a joke, D.A.R.E. is a train-wreck. Studies of the
D.A.R.E. program have found at best it does nothing.
Drug use in schools stayed constant. More commonly
however kids who went through the D.A.R.E. program
were up to three times more likely to take recreational
drugs than those had not. Critics of the program have
offered a number of explanations. Telling kids about
recreational drugs at an early age only makes them
curious, emphasizing the importance of resisting the
social pressures to take drugs made it seem normal to
pressure others into taking drugs. Using cops to talk
about drugs immediately made drugs seem cool and
rebellious, making them all the more tempting for
kids.
So a drug education program backfired and
encouraged some kids to take drugs, what does this
have to do with Austrian economics? The unfortunate
D.A.R.E. program --which still runs to this day-- is a
poster child for two concepts common in Austrian
economics: subjectivism and uncertainty.
Subjectivism means that the only existent world is the
one perceived by individuals. To put it in more plain
terms, reality is different from person to person, there
are no universal and objective laws. To a police officer
or teacher the dangers of drugs make them awful and
evil, but to a teenager that same danger makes it
exciting and attractive. To a parent or headmaster a
police officer is a trusted figure of authority, but to a
student that same officer is a symbol of authority.
When the minds behind D.A.R.E. failed to understand
that their perspective were not universal, that the
students they interacted with understood the world in
a fundamentally different way, the program was
doomed to fail. They created the curriculum believing
that they understood the objective nature of drug use,
instead they were blinded by their own puritanism.
Uncertainty similarly played an important role in the
failure of D.A.R.E. Many students were uncertain
about drugs prior to the program. Would they be
common? Who would take drugs? What kind of drugs
were out there? D.A.R.E. answered these questions in
exactly the wrong way. Drugs would be common,
everyone would take them. Especially the cool kids.
What kind of drugs are out there? Here’s a list of all the
most exciting substances. In hindsight, it’s incredible
the program ever got past the drawing board.
Yet that is exactly the lesson Austrian economics can
teach us. When planners don’t think about how
subjective perspectives can differ, how uncertainty
plays a fundamental role in decision making, they
doom their projects at conception. You don’t have to

agree with Austrians on everything. You can think
their politics are abhorrent. You are entirely free to --in
fact I would encourage it if only to preserve your
sanity-- avoid them at every opportunity. Just don’t
discount the insight they can bring.

